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World Storytelling day!

World Storytelling day is around the corner!
Did you know that World Storytelling day is on the 20th of March? It’s a day where people
all around the globe share their stories. The celebration is held in 25 countries on 5
continents! Isn’t that amazing?!
If you have a story to share, a book is an amazing tool to use. So why don’t
start writing your story today? Click here to begin.
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Spring is finally coming!

Maybe the most beautiful season of them all! Spend a lot of time outside and enjoy the
many variations of light during this period. Don’t forget to bring your camera.
Solentro encourages photography by giving you a little guide in how to develop
your photography.
While trying to take a picture of a person in backlight, the most common problem is that
the person is getting too dark while the landscape around is of correct exposure. To avoid
this, step closer to the object so that it makes up the entire image area while installing the
camera for the right light setting. Then take a step back and take your photo.
You can also use spot metering by measuring the level of light on the persons face for
example. By using this method your landscape will become brighter and the person will
have a better exposure. You can also use the flash in order to compensate for the heavily lit
landscape in the background.
Have fun with your camera and don’t forget to put your beautiful pictures
together and create a photo book filled with memories to share with friends
and family. Log in to your Solentro account by clicking here.

Exceptional satisfaction!
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If you have any questions when creating your own book or photo book feel free to contact
us. All messages will be handled in order.
Customer service:
info@solentro.com
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Love!
/Hampus & Tobias Schildfat, brothers and founders

At Solentro you can make your own book, photo book, photo album, wedding book, graduation book (yearbook),
christening book, book of remembrance,blog book, retirement book, "my first book"
- we focus on simplicity and usability which opens up for your creativity!
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